1. INTRODUCTION

The past decade has seen an astonishing array of advances across a wide spectrum of important inputs to the problem and mystery of asteroid interiors. These include the development of a large database concerning asteroid component strengths, as evidenced by meteors and meteorites (section 2); the compilation of extensive densities and inferred porosities for asteroids based on ground-based observations (section 3); the development of new computational techniques for the simulation of how asteroid rubble piles deform and fission or shed mass when subject to extreme rotation rates (section 4); and the development of crucial insights into the unique geophysics of specific asteroidal bodies (section 6).

Knowledge about asteroid interiors is a crucial aspect for understanding these bodies, as it provides clues about their evolutionary history, in turn providing strong constraints on the history of the solar system. Unlike asteroid surfaces, it is impossible to peer directly within or easily take a sample measurement from within a body. Thus the study of asteroid interiors must rely on a combination of measurement and theory to develop constraints on the interior environment. Given these restrictions, previous investigations have studied observable characteristics that may be related to the nature of their interiors. This being said, there are measurement techniques that can probe the interior properties of bodies, in particular through seismic and radar sounding measurements. These are discussed in section 5 and represent a potential source for future advancements in this field.

The most accessible features of an asteroid that are related to their interior structure are the mass, density, shape, and spin. These are strongly constrained by the interior structure, and by the strength and mechanical properties of that structure. By focusing on these specific observables, we can start to answer basic questions about these bodies: How strong are they? What is the nature of that strength? Are the interiors rubble piles full of voids at various size scales, or are they solid coherent structures? How do these properties depend on composition, shape, spin, size, or location?

Important steps in answering the above questions have occurred since the publication of the Asteroids III volume...
(e.g., Asphaug et al., 2002; Britt et al., 2002). These advances are related to the accumulation of fundamental data on these bodies through meteor falls and ground-based observations, analytical studies of the shapes of rubble piles, and ever more precise numerical simulations that probe the mechanics of rubble-pile interactions. We do note that our discussion will be more focused on the smaller asteroid bodies and rubble-pile structures, as this is where much of the progress has occurred in the last decade. This is not to discount the important results from the European Space Agency (ESA) Rosetta mission to asteroid (21) Lutetia or the NASA Dawn mission to asteroid (4) Vesta; however, we refer the interested reader to the chapters in this volume by Russell et al. and Barucci et al. for a detailed discussion of those scientific results.

The topic of asteroid interiors has been dealt with previously in the Asteroids III chapter by Asphaug et al. (2002). That chapter serves as a fundamental starting point for the current survey, and we assume that the interested reader is familiar with that work. The current chapter takes a different approach from that earlier work, reflecting the current thinking about what aspects of observations can be directly applied to understanding asteroid interiors. Another important resource from the Asteroids III book is the chapter on gravitational aggregates by Richardson et al. (2002). The current chapter extends that descriptive chapter in the direction of geophysics, striving to link the possible granular nature of asteroids with fundamental physical processes that occur for aggregates. The goal of that chapter was to distinguish the different ways in which a shattered body could exist, from a random assemblage to a coherent collection of components shattered in place from an initial monolithic body. The current chapter does not deal much with this distinction, although its implications do arise when discussing observations of macro-porosity. What is new in the current chapter, with regard to gravitational aggregates, is the realization that such assemblages may have a small level of cohesion, which changes the dynamical evolution of these bodies in a significant and observable way. Additionally, not considered in that chapter was the size distribution of the particles of these aggregates, which has now been theorized to be a crucial aspect of their geophysics (Sánchez and Scheeres, 2014). Observations have not conclusively identified which of the many types of gravitational aggregates discussed in Richardson et al. (2002) might in fact exist in nature; however, many different observations (as discussed in this chapter) seem to fit best with their definition of “rubble pile,” stated verbatim as: “This structure is literally a pile of rubble, with the organization that you might expect from a bunch of rocks dumped from a truck. A body that has been completely shattered and reassembled may fit into this category.”

The outline of the chapter is as follows. In section 2 we focus on what we know about the fundamental strength and mechanical properties of the constituent pieces of asteroids as represented in the meteorite collection and meteor observations. From this study we find that there remain interesting and significant disconnects between the measured strength of meteorites and the inferred strength that they have based on the altitude at which they fail, which is expected to be related to their possible rubble-pile structure. This data provides insights into bodies up to several meters in size, but not beyond this limit.

In section 3 we use ground-based observations, and some spacecraft observations, to develop a wide range of constraints on how the constituent components of asteroids are assembled by computing their density and porosity. The implications are that some asteroids are highly porous bodies, in general, supporting the idea that these can be rubble piles. From this data there is also a clear progression of larger bodies having lower porosities, indicating the importance of gravitational compression. From this data we gain insight into the structure of bodies at the larger scale, ranging up to several hundreds of kilometers in size.

Section 4 applies and interprets the size-spin data for insight and motivation into an understanding of asteroid morphology and strength. From this data we can place constraints on the properties of the asteroid population and expose areas of uncertainty and ambiguity. Linking these observations with modeling and theories of asteroid strength has provided new insights and constraints on the global strength of asteroids, and provided clues as to their internal morphology. Theory and data from this section also help address the gap between the insights from meteorites on smaller bodies and from the ground-based studies of larger bodies.

Section 5 discusses the insights that can be inferred on asteroid interiors using the visible geology of asteroid surfaces, constraints on the transmission of seismic energy, and by an improved understanding of the rate of dissipation that may occur in asteroids. These methods indicate a potential pathway for better probing and determining the unique geophysical environment within small rubble-pile bodies.

Finally, section 6 focuses on a number of specific asteroids that have been observed with some level of precision since Asteroids III, with the exception of (4) Vesta. These include the targets of spacecraft missions, (433) Eros and (25143) Itokawa; the unique case of 2008 TC$_3$, which was analyzed both with ground-based observations and on the ground with meteorite falls; and a number of ground observed asteroids including (216) Kleopatra, (29075) 1950 DA, (66391) 1999 KW$_{4}$; and two active asteroids, P/2013 P5 and P/2013 R3. Many of these bodies are discussed in detail elsewhere in this book, but our discussions are focused specifically on what these bodies tell us about asteroid interiors and strength. Finally, overall conclusions are drawn and future areas where additional research and observations are needed are highlighted.

2. MATERIAL CONSTRAINTS

Meteorites and meteorites are samples of materials from small bodies in near-Earth space, albeit transported from all regions of the solar system (see the chapter by Binzel et al. in this volume). Note that a meteorite and a meteor can be just different manifestations of the same object; a meteor is the visual and sonic phenomena of the small body transit-
ing Earth’s atmosphere, while a meteorite is the surviving material that can be collected on the surface of Earth. As small bodies encounter Earth, their interaction with Earth’s atmosphere, their mass loss on entry, the characteristics of their fall, and analysis of recovered fragments all provide clues about the structure, cohesion, and mineralogical homogeneity of the parent small bodies. This subsection is focused on summarizing and collecting in one place information on the strength of these bodies, both as individual components and as agglomerations when they first enter the atmosphere. For more information, see also the chapters by Borovička et al. and Jenniskens in this volume.

2.1. Meteorite Strength

An individual recovered meteorite is a direct sample of the material properties and strength of the components of small bodies. However, the samples that survive the stress of deceleration and atmospheric entry are necessarily biased toward the strongest and most coherent materials in the parent object. Weak and volatile-rich material tends to be destroyed on entry. Shown in Table 1 are the compressive strengths of a number of meteorites along with common materials for comparison [taken from Popova et al. (2011); see also Kimberley and Ramesh (2011) for additional data].

Natural materials can be very strong, such as individual crystals of quartz (1100 MPa). Single mineral strengths derive from the inherent strength of the crystal structure. Rocks are collections of minerals and their strength derives from a mixture of their mineral crystal strengths, their formation conditions, and the nature of the bonding between minerals. Igneous rocks like granite, for example (100–140 MPa), are composed of a substantial amount of quartz, but as a whole the bonding between their minerals makes the rock much less strong than the individual minerals. Unreinforced concrete at 20 MPa compressive strength is a good comparison standard. Like rocks, there are substantial variations in the inherent strength of meteorites. Most ordinary chondrites (the most abundant type of meteorite fall) are much stronger than concrete. Volatile-rich carbonaceous chondrites are much weaker, and in some cases, e.g., the Tagish Lake meteorite (meteorites are named for the localities where they are recovered and in this chapter they will be often referred to by their meteorite name), their measured strengths are on the order of weakly consolidated soils (dirt clods).

Why are ordinary chondrites so strong? In general, they are conglomerates of chondrules (millimeter-sized spheres of minerals formed in the solar nebula), chondrule fragments, dusty matrix, and iron-nickel metal that have been welded together by varying levels of grain-boundary melting. In addition to welding in the silicates, the metal in ordinary chondrites provides a natural reinforcing mesh that is often interconnected in some ordinary chondrites that have been subjected to higher temperatures and thus have undergone some degree of remelting and metamorphic processing referred to as having higher metamorphic grades. As a result, high-metamorphic-grade ordinary chondrites can have many of the strength properties and reactions to stress of steel-reinforced concrete. However, there are some very weak ordinary chondrites. The Holbrook meteorite (Table 1) is a high-metamorphic-grade ordinary chondrite but is very weak and friable. Weston is also a high-grade chondrite but the individual chondrules are so poorly cemented that it falls apart with handling. The best analogy for this sample is a loosely glued collection of millimeter-sized spheres. However, the individual chondrules that are weakly held in Weston are individually quite strong.

The major exception to the story of relatively weak ordinary chondrite bolides is the large and well-studied Chelyabinsk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Meteorite Type</th>
<th>Compressive Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Tensile Strength (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concrete — Unreinforced</td>
<td>Typical sidewalk</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>Single crystal</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granite</td>
<td></td>
<td>100–140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium dirt clod</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2–0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holbrook, Arizona</td>
<td>L6 (OC)</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Lande, New Mexico</td>
<td>L5 (OC)</td>
<td>373.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsarev</td>
<td>L5 (OC)</td>
<td>160–420</td>
<td>16–62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covert</td>
<td>H5 (OC)</td>
<td>75.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kunashak</td>
<td>L5 (OC)</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elenovka</td>
<td>L5 (OC)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krymka</td>
<td>LL3 (OC)</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminole</td>
<td>H4 (OC)</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plutusk</td>
<td>H5 (OC)</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoba</td>
<td>Iron — ataxite</td>
<td>700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sikhote-Alin</td>
<td>Iron — octahedrite</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tagish Lake</td>
<td>C2 (CC)</td>
<td>0.25–1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murchison bolides</td>
<td>CM (CC)</td>
<td>~50</td>
<td>0.1–1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OC = ordinary chondrite; CC = carbonaceous chondrite. Data from Popova et al. (2011).
bolide and meteorite (Borovička et al., 2013). While its first breakup was at high altitude (~45 km and 0.7 MPa), it underwent a series of fragmentation events. This included 11 fragmentations between 39 and 29 km under atmospheric dynamic pressure loads of 1–5 MPa and several boulders breaking off at 26–24 km under loads of 10–13 MPa. Interestingly, the main body remained relatively intact down to 22 km until its massive disaggregation at 18 MPa. This is probably due to the heterogeneities and highly shocked nature of the Chelyabinsk meteorite and the presence of extensive melt veins that welded portions of the meteorite.

Volatile-rich materials like the Tagish Lake meteorite are much different than the ordinary chondrite bolides. In this case the strength of the individual cobbles is roughly what is seen in the atmospheric breakup phenomena and this is the only case where the maximum compressive strength inferred in the atmosphere is greater than the compressive strength of the measured meteorite. This may be due to the presence of ice surviving in Tagish Lake. Recovered samples often expressed significant amounts of water when brought above freezing temperatures (Brown et al., 2002), and samples of Tagish Lake that have been kept at freezing temperatures show lower porosity than samples that have been allowed to warm (Ralchenko et al., 2014). It may be that ice-filled pore space within the meteorite provided extra strength for the bolide during atmospheric entry.

The meteorites listed in Table 1 are samples of hand- and cobble-sized survivors of atmospheric entry, which are the strongest and most coherent materials of the original small body. The vast majority of bolides do not survive entry as anything other than widely dispersed ablation dust. Typically the minority of small bodies that do survive entry lose approximately >95% of their preatmospheric mass (Popova et al., 2011). Only a handful of bolides have been tracked to delivering material to the surface with that material recovered. Shown in Table 2 are bolides with recovered meteorites (Popova et al., 2011).

### TABLE 2. Select bolides with recovered meteorites (Popova et al., 2011; Borovička et al., 2013).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meteorite (type)</th>
<th>Compressive Strength (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Range for Met. Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pribram (H5)</td>
<td>77–247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost City (H5)</td>
<td>77–247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innisfree (L5)</td>
<td>20–450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelyabinsk (LL5)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tagish Lake (C2)</td>
<td>0.25–1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moravka (H5–6)</td>
<td>77–327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuschwanstein (EL6)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park Forest (L5)</td>
<td>20–450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villalbeto de la Pena (L6)</td>
<td>63–98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bumburra Rockhole (Ach)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almahata Sitta (Ure, OC)</td>
<td>0.2–0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesenice (L6)</td>
<td>63–98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimsby (H4–6)</td>
<td>77–327</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2.2. Bolides and Boulders

A bolide is roughly defined as a large, bright meteor that is typically brighter than the full Moon during its brief peak brightness. The physical phenomena are the result of a small body entering the atmosphere at hypersonic speeds (in the case of near-Earth asteroids (NEAs), velocities are in the range of ~12–20 km s⁻¹) and rapidly shedding their orbital kinetic energy into visible and thermal energy from friction with the atmosphere. As the body comes apart the initially compact mass fragments, exposing a larger surface area to rapid deceleration. This is seen as bright flashes within the bolide as smaller fragments rapidly heat, ablate, and decelerate. This typically occurs at altitudes ranging over 70–23 km and the small body’s response to the atmospheric ram pressure can be used to estimate the body’s coherent strength under compression (Popova et al., 2011). These bolides are typically recorded on specialized optical tracking networks, but for the brightest objects security cameras and even dashcams are a valuable source of data (Brown et al., 2002).

Table 2 shows strength data from bolides with recovered meteorites. This permits a direct comparison of the strength of the surviving fragments with the strength estimated during the breakup of the small body on atmospheric entry.

Several points are readily apparent from Table 2. While most recovered meteorites are very strong, the initial breakup of the entering small body occurs at very low compressive stress. Initial breakup altitudes can be very high, as much as 70 km in some cases for the weakest bodies in Table 2, and the maximum compressive stress in Table 2 may occur at what are also substantial altitudes typically in the range of 35–20 km. For the initial breakup, these altitudes represent relatively low stresses, creating failures within weakly bound materials.

A question that has yet to be fully addressed is whether these stresses are consistent with some small asteroids being rubble piles, potentially held together by weak cohesive forces (see section 4.5). Examples of low-coherent-strength objects from Table 2 would include the Grimsby and Park Forest meteorites. However, while the first breakup provides insight into the strength of the entering body, the bolide phenomenon continues as the individual large pieces of the body break up under rising compressive stresses. Essentially these are the cobbles and boulders within the body shattering under rising stresses, and represent the state of fracturing and cohesion within individual components of the small body. For example, Park Forest started to fail under low compressive stress of 0.03 MPa, but the last major breakup was at more than 2 orders of magnitude greater stress. One possible explanation would be that the weak breakup occurred for a boulder within the rubble pile that failed along zones of preexisting weakness. While the basic material of ordinary chondrites is very strong, these objects are often pervasively fractured from a long impact and shock history and would be much weaker along their existing fractures. Indeed, that is the primary reason for multiple observations that large bodies are globally much weaker than smaller ones. However,
not all entering bolides fail under the stress of atmospheric entry. There are a number of examples of coherent “boulders” impacting the ground with little or no apparent fragmentation during entry. A recent example was the meter-sized boulder Carancas (H4–5) that created a 13-m-wide crater near Lake Titicaca in 2007 (Borovička and Spurný, 2008).

2.3. Meteorite Showers

While coherent boulders occasionally do survive atmospheric entry, a much more typical case is the meteorite shower. These are small bodies that break up in the atmosphere similarly to the observed bolides. Table 3 includes a list of selected large meteorite falls (meteorites that were observed to fall from space) and finds (meteorites that were found some time after they fell). The discussion of atmospheric breakup and observed bolides has focused on stony meteorites, since so far no iron meteorite falls have been instrumentally recorded. On the other hand, irons are much stronger under compression and tension than stones and recovered irons are typically much larger than stones. Most of the recovered mass of meteorites are irons and the 15 largest meteorites are all irons. There are strong positive selection effects in finding irons since they are clearly unusual in the terrestrial environment. That said, note that of the largest irons, only two are single bodies. The largest meteorite in total mass is Campo del Cielo, which fell in at least 30 fragments. Most of the fragments are buried so the mass and fragment count is a rough estimate. The largest single body to reach the ground is either Hoba, which was found in a single mass, or Sikhote-Alin, which fragmented on impact (producing a 60-m-diameter crater and more than 9000 fragments).

For stony meteorites, almost all the large mass meteorites are showers. Some of the more famous showers are listed in Table 3. With stones, the entry phenomena make it more likely that they will shatter in the atmosphere, producing a literal shower of rocky fragments. These fragments tend to be largely homogeneous. Investigations of several showers have, with one notable exception, not found significant mineralogical variation within the shower (Consoli-magno et al., 2008). The major exception is the Almahata Sitta fall, which was primarily ureilite material with a significant component of ordinary chondrite (see the chapter by Jenniskens in this volume). Heterogeneity within meteorites is not unknown and it is not uncommon to find xenoliths (different meteorite types, literally “foreign rock”) incorporated into meteorite breccias (Breatley and Jones, 1998); however, the level of heterogeneity is typically pretty small. Xenoliths are usually confined to single or a few clasts within a much larger homogeneous matrix. The shower data suggests that an Almahata Sitta level of heterogeneity is rare. For discussion about Kaidun, see the chapter by Borovička et al. in this volume.

2.4. Summative Discussion

The data presented here on meteorites, bolides, and showers provides some basic insights on the structure of meteorite parent bodies up to several meters in size. For stony bodies of even a few meters in diameter, rubble piles seem to be the norm. The relatively low stresses on breakup seen in most of the bolides and the prevalence of showers for large stones point to a rubble-pile structure being very common. The individual components of these aggregates can be very strong, ranging up to an order of magnitude stronger than concrete, but the overall body is very weak. Volatile-rich bodies are both individually and collectively very weak.

Mineralogical homogeneity seems to be the general rule in small bodies. While there are significant exceptions and xenoliths are not uncommon, the shower data point to largely homogenous small bodies. Finally, for small bodies, irons are easily the strongest and most-coherent materials. Their large compressive and tensile strengths and apparent relatively low fracturing result in irons being by far the largest meteorites that survive atmospheric entry. However, they are relatively rare in the fall population, and the selection effects of their large strength suggest they are overrepresented in the fall population relative to their share of the NEA population.

3. Asteroid Bulk Properties

The next section probes the interiors of asteroids through a different approach, based on determining their bulk densities and bulk porosities. This takes us beyond the strength of the individual components of asteroidal bodies, either determined by measurements on meteorite falls or through inferred strengths in the upper atmosphere. The bulk densities are found by comparing mass estimates to volume or size estimates for these bodies. Bulk porosities are estimated by comparing the bulk densities to the asteroid spectral type, to determine likely grain densities and hence bulk porosities.

The fundamental data compiled here concerning asteroid densities and macroporosities are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. Details on how the data were compiled are given in Carry (2012), and are not repeated here. While the previous section

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meteorite</th>
<th>Date (dd/mm/yyyy)</th>
<th>Mass (kg)</th>
<th>No. Fragments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Campo del Cielo (IAB Iron)</td>
<td>Find</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sikhote-Alin (IIAB Iron)</td>
<td>12/02/1947</td>
<td>70,000</td>
<td>9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoba (IVB Iron)</td>
<td>Find</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape York (IIIAB Iron)</td>
<td>Find</td>
<td>58,000</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willamette (IIAn Iron)</td>
<td>Find</td>
<td>14,500</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pultusk (H5)</td>
<td>30/01/1868</td>
<td>8863</td>
<td>70,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allende (CV3)</td>
<td>08/02/1969</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jilin City (H5)</td>
<td>08/03/1976</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsarev (L5)</td>
<td>06/12/1922</td>
<td>1132</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knyahinya (L5)</td>
<td>09/06/1866</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mocs (L6)</td>
<td>03/02/1882</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homestead (L5)</td>
<td>12/02/1875</td>
<td>230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holbrook (L/LL6)</td>
<td>09/06/1866</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>14,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest City (H5)</td>
<td>02/05/1890</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
was focused on meter-sized bodies, the focus in this section is necessarily on the other end of the scale, with most of the reliable data on densities and porosity existing for larger bodies, up to hundreds of kilometers. Only in a few situations are there good data on smaller bodies.

The first evidence on asteroid interiors was derived from meteorites, with identification of differentiated and nondifferentiated internal structures (see section 2). Dynamical families, originating from catastrophic disruptive collisions, provide another way to study asteroid interiors. Clumps of asteroids identified dynamically (e.g., Bendjoya and Zappalà, 2002) also share common surface properties, which are in turn used to discriminate genuine family members from the background population (Parker et al., 2008; Carruba

---

**Fig. 1.** See Plate 24 for color version. Density vs. mass. Asteroids are divided into four taxonomic groups (from DeMeo et al., 2009): S-complex in red, C-complex in gray, X-complex in green, and end members in yellow. The size of the symbols indicates the asteroid diameter, below 50 km, between 50 and 100 km, 100 and 200 km, 200 and 500 km, and above 500 km. The three different levels of contrast correspond to three cuts of relative accuracy: <20%, <50%, and regardless of precision (<∞).

**Fig. 2.** See Plate 25 for color version. Macroporosity vs. mass. See Fig. 1 for the explanation of symbols.
et al., 2013). Such similarities are suggestive of a homogeneous interior for the parent bodies of these families (see the chapter by Michel et al. in this volume).

3.1. Density

Density is perhaps the most fundamental property for discriminating the composition and internal structure of asteroids (Britt et al., 2002). It is also extremely difficult to measure, and the number of precisely measured asteroid densities is still very limited. This is because both mass and volume are required to determine the density of an asteroid.

Estimating any mass at all is a challenge, owing to the relatively low mass of asteroids as compared to other planetary objects. The exception is for binary asteroids, for which the total mass can be easily estimate (see the chapter by Margot et al. in this volume). The number of mass determinations thus limits the number of density estimates. The precision of these estimates is, however, limited by the uncertainty on asteroid diameters (Carry, 2012).

Any determination of the mass relies on measurements of the gravitational interaction between the target asteroids and other objects. The most accurate estimates (at a few percent accuracy) are derived from radio science experiments during spacecraft encounters [orbit or flyby (e.g., Yeomans et al., 2000; Abe et al., 2006; Pätzold et al., 2011)] and studies of binary asteroids (see the chapter by Margot et al.). The vast majority of asteroids, however, have never been visited by spacecraft nor possess satellites [only a handful of large asteroids possess satellites, albeit the fraction is higher at smaller size; about 15% of near-Earth asteroids have satellites (Margot et al., 2002)]. It is nevertheless possible to determine their mass from the gravitational pull they exert on other planetary objects: asteroids, planets and their satellites, and interplanetary spacecrafts (see, e.g., Hilton, 2002; Fienga et al., 2008; Kuchynka and Folkner, 2013; Goffin, 2014).

Methods based on long-range influence rely heavily on the modeling of all relevant gravitational effects and interactions in the solar system (e.g., asteroid ephemerides, planets, general relativity) and are therefore more prone to systematic errors, and current precision is still limited to date [often above 50%, see the dispersion of estimates, together with the discussion on the accuracy and biases affecting mass estimates, in Carry (2012)]. Current samples of asteroid masses are therefore strongly biased. First, the best determinations are for binaries, but there may be differences between binary and single asteroid internal structures and thus extrapolating the density determined from binary asteroids to the whole population may introduce biases. Second, only large asteroids are massive enough to perturb the orbits of other objects. Thus this sample is mainly limited to asteroids larger than 100 km, while there is evidence for a size-dependence of the density owing to a different level of macroporosity (see Fig. 2 below and Fig. 9 in Carry (2012)).

The situation for diameter estimates is less dramatic. There are many techniques to measure the apparent size or surface area of an asteroid, and diameter estimates are available for tens of thousands of objects (e.g., Masiero et al., 2011). Although diameter estimates are less prone to systematics than mass estimates [values generally agree to within measurement uncertainties (see Carry, 2012)], their contribution to the density uncertainty overwhelms that of mass. Diameter determinations have to be as accurate as 2–3% to allow density estimates to be more precise than 20%, a level over which density estimates hardly provide constraints. While simple modeling can have systematics above this level, realistic descriptions of asteroids, including knowledge of spin and three-dimensional shape, can provide this level of accuracy (see the chapter by Durech et al. in this volume).

Despite these limitations, the field of asteroid density has seen a revolution since the time of Asteroids III (Britt et al., 2002). There has been a tenfold improvement in sample numbers (from 20 to 320), spanning many different taxonomic classes (and hence composition), diameters, and heliocentric distance (Carry, 2012). The upcoming decade will certainly provide many more determinations with a high level of accuracy. First, the stellar catalog at the microarcsecond level provided by the ESA Gaia mission should improve the precision on asteroid astrometry by an order of magnitude. Mass determinations from orbital perturbations should therefore become more precise. The observation of asteroids by Gaia will also allow the determination of the mass of about 150 asteroids with a relative precision better than 50%. It is even expected that 50 of these determinations will be more precise than 10% (Mouret et al., 2007). The number of known binaries is also constantly increasing, adding to the number of high accuracy density estimates (see the chapter by Margot et al.).

3.2. Macroporosity

A density estimate by itself can restrict the list of possible components of an asteroid’s composition. For example, a low-density asteroid such as (617) Patroclus [p ≈ 1 g cm$^{-3}$ (Marchis et al., 2006; Mueller et al., 2010)] cannot host large fractions of dense material or even silicates. The internal structure can be constrained using a comparison of the asteroid bulk density ($\rho_A$) with the grain density of its most likely constituents ($\rho_C$), as determined from study of the surface composition (see the chapter by Reddy et al. in this volume).

If $\rho_A < \rho_C$, the asteroid is underdense. This points toward large-scale voids or the presence of low-density material (i.e., volatiles) in its interior. While this is a typical case for comets, many asteroids are also seen to have porous internal structure. The porosity $p$, i.e., the fraction of volume occupied by empty space ($p = 1 - \rho_A/\rho_C$), provides a measure of these structures. Because meteorites have microporosity (empty spaces at the grain-size scale, noted $p_m$), the macroporosity $P$ has been defined as the fraction of volume occupied by large voids, i.e., $P = p - p_m$. The question of the distribution of these volatiles or voids inside the asteroid remains open (Britt et al., 2002). Following the terminology of Richardson et al. (2002), we can ask whether they are the results of cracks within a shattered monolith,
or interstices of a rubble pile formed through gravitational reagglomeration after a disruptive collision.

If $\rho_A \gg \rho_C$, the asteroid is overdense, and some high-density material must be present in its interior. This could be due to gravitational self-compression, differentiation (e.g., Russell et al., 2012), or the result of the collision between two bodies of different densities. Most asteroids with a mass above $10^{19}$ kg are overdense, while the majority of asteroids below that threshold present some level of macroporosity. This is consistent with large bodies having enough internal energy from accretion and radioactive decay to differentiate.

If $\rho_A \approx \rho_C$, no clear conclusions can be made. However, given the comparable spectral properties observed among members of dynamical families, it may be reasonable to assume that the body is homogeneous.

### 3.3. What Can Be Concluded

Based on the data presented in Table 4 and Figs. 1 and 2, and more fully discussed in Carry (2012), there are a number of overall conclusions that can be drawn from these compilations, listed below.

- Asteroids in the S-complex are on average more dense than those in the C-complex.
- Asteroids in the C-complex seem to have larger macroporosity than those in the S-complex, hinting at a looser structure.
- The density of asteroids from both the S-complex and the C-complex seems to increase with the mass, apparently resulting from a decreasing macroporosity.
- In both the C and S-complex, NEAs (with masses from $10^{11}$ to $10^{16}$ kg) seem to have a lower density than main-belt asteroids, following the trend between mass and density observed for large asteroids.
- At comparable sizes, B-types appear significantly denser ($\rho \sim 2.4$ g cm$^{-3}$) than the other types of the C-complex that gather around $\rho \sim 1.4$ g cm$^{-3}$.

- While asteroids in both C- and S-complexes have narrow density ranges (with a few exceptions), asteroids in the X-complex covers a larger range, from the most dense Xc-types with $\rho \sim 4.9$ g cm$^{-3}$ to X-types with $\rho \sim 1.8$ g cm$^{-3}$.
- Dwarf-planets (with masses above $10^{20}$ kg) apparently have little macroporosity, contrary to small bodies whose masses are inferior to $\approx 10^{20}$ kg (Consolmagno et al., 2008).
- With the exception of NEAs, the dispersion in density and macroporosity is huge.

### 3.4. Future Prospects

As discussed above, the accuracy and reliability of density estimates have seen dramatic improvement since the time of Asteroids III. Even though many estimates still suffer from mild inaccuracy, the techniques are constantly being refined, and the next decade will provide more, increasingly reliable density measurements. A major issue still to be resolved is, how certain are the link between asteroids and meteorites? Based on their spectral properties, asteroids are classed within taxonomies (e.g., Tholen and Barucci, 1989; Tedesco et al., 1989; Bus and Binzel, 2002). The latest to date by DeMeo et al. (2009) defines 26 classes, but analog minerals and meteorites have been identified for only 50% of them (see the chapters in this volume by DeMeo et al. and Reddy et al.). In other words, we have no reference density for half the taxonomic classes among asteroids. Discovering this meteorite-asteroid link is crucial for future interpretations of asteroid interiors.

### 4. ASTEROID STRENGTH AND FAILURE LIMITS

In addition to the constraints on asteroid density and porosity that can be determined from the population of ob-
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**TABLE 4.** Average density, porosity, and macroporosity for the 12 (out of 26) taxonomic classes where density determinations more accurate than 20% are available ($N$ determinations).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Met.</th>
<th>$N$</th>
<th>Density (g cm$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>Porosity (%)</th>
<th>Macroporosity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>OC</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.72 ± 0.54</td>
<td>30.88 ± 8.76</td>
<td>25.28 ± 31.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sq</td>
<td>OC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.43 ± 0.20</td>
<td>3.79 ± 0.35</td>
<td>–1.81 ± 2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.38 ± 0.45</td>
<td>38.66 ± 10.63</td>
<td>16.86 ± 6.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>CI</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.33 ± 0.58</td>
<td>84.96 ± 52.43</td>
<td>49.96 ± 43.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch</td>
<td>CI</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.25 ± 0.21</td>
<td>96.80 ± 23.11</td>
<td>61.80 ± 20.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch</td>
<td>CI</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.41 ± 0.29</td>
<td>74.47 ± 21.73</td>
<td>39.47 ± 16.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>EL</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.85 ± 0.81</td>
<td>90.81 ± 56.70</td>
<td>86.91 ± 147.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xe</td>
<td>Mes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.86 ± 0.81</td>
<td>–9.47 ± 2.49</td>
<td>–14.47 ± 28.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xe</td>
<td>EH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.60 ± 0.20</td>
<td>40.00 ± 4.42</td>
<td>36.20 ± 47.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xk</td>
<td>Mes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.22 ± 0.65</td>
<td>4.27 ± 1.05</td>
<td>–0.73 ± 1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.54 ± 0.21</td>
<td>–6.78 ± 0.72</td>
<td>–28.58 ± 5.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>HED</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.93 ± 1.07</td>
<td>68.39 ± 53.72</td>
<td>57.39 ± 71.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analog meteorite of each class is listed. A negative porosity is indicative of an “overdense” structure. Table adapted from Carry (2012).
served asteroids, there are also significant constraints that can be gleaned from the combined data on asteroid spin rates, spin states, morphology, and sizes, filling the gap between meter-sized meteors (section 2) and kilometer-sized asteroids (section 3). The significant data for these inferences are summarized in Fig. 3, which shows asteroid diameters and spin rates taken from the database described by Warner et al. (2009). Also indicated on this figure are those asteroids that are tumbling or are binary asteroids, and a number of spin-limit curves as a function of different cohesive strength theories (all to be discussed later). Over the last few decades these observations have accumulated to the point where useful inferences on asteroid morphology can be made. In Fig. 3 we only show those bodies that have a quality measure of 2 or higher, meaning that these observations are deemed reliable. It is interesting to note that there are a number of unconfirmed observations of spin periods (i.e., of quality measured less than 2 and thus not shown in the figure) that could be significant if shown to be true. These are discussed later, in the hopes of motivating additional observations.

This data has motivated several different theories for the strength and morphology of asteroids. Significant among these is a better understanding that the spin limits do not require the rubble-pile hypothesis for almost all asteroids, the cohesion hypothesis in rubble-pile bodies, and the existence of tidal dissipations within such bodies. In the following subsections we discuss these issues in more detail, trying to integrate the physical and mathematical theories used to explain certain aspects of this data alongside a discussion of the data itself.

The precursor to these studies was given almost 20 years ago by Harris (1996), in which he noted that no asteroid had a spin period shorter than about 2.2 h and that the spin periods of objects in a given size range abruptly truncate at that value. He noted that this limit is essentially the spin rate \( \omega_c = \sqrt{\frac{4\pi G}{3}} \rho \), where \( G \) is the gravitational constant and \( \rho \sim 2.2 \) is the bulk density, at which internal tensile stresses would be present within a spherical, constant density object (the actual spin rate for a body also depends strongly on its elongation). This spin rate also corresponds to local circular speed at the surface of the body, at which centrifugal forces equal the gravitational attraction of the body. From that connection he concluded that all or most asteroids must have a rubble-pile structure, as defined earlier, although that is not
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**Fig. 3.** See Plate 26 for color version. Asteroid size vs. spin period, with binaries and tumblers called out specifically. All others are assumed to be single, uniform rotators. Only bodies with periods deemed to be reliable (see Warner et al., 2009) are shown. The plot shows distinct structures. No object larger than a kilometer in diameter spins faster than an \( \sim 2.4 \)-h period, now known as the gravity spin barrier and that is understood to not be an indicator of cohesionless material by itself. Instead it is simply that at these size scales the gravity effects dominate any strength effect. A number of smaller bodies spin faster; those must experience tensile stress and must have some cohesive strength to hold together. Typically, the observed maximum spins are larger for smaller sizes. Also plotted are spin limits as a function of diameter for levels of asteroid strength. Data shown is as of August 2014.
the current interpretation. In addition, he also predicted that asteroids could spin faster than this limit if they had some strength, although no such asteroids were known at that time. He suggested there would be two regimes for spin, a gravity-dominated regime for larger asteroids and a strength-dominated regime for smaller asteroids. He suggested that in the strength regime their spin could increase inversely proportional to the diameter of the object. Since that paper, these ideas have been essentially verified and expanded, but with clarifications and new interpretations. A number of “fast spinners” have been found with shorter periods; however, they are all less than 1 km in diameter. And there have been detailed modeling studies deriving the relation between asteroid shape, maximum spin, and internal properties.

4.1. Analytical and Numerical Models of Rubble Piles

We first provide a brief review of current and past methods used to model asteroids, their interiors, and their morphologies. Studies of relations between shape, density, and spin of isolated self-gravitational bodies dates back several centuries, but mainly in application to fluid bodies. In those cases, the nature of the bodies was assumed to be fluid, the spin was known, and the goal was to determine the permissible shape. In 1687, Isaac Newton determined that the shape of a fluid Earth with gravitational and rotational forces is a slightly oblate spheroid. In 1742, Colin Maclaurin extended the work to discover the existence of equilibrium oblate spheroidal shapes with large ellipticity for rotating bodies with self-gravity, now called the “Maclaurin spheroids.” Jacobi (1834) discovered the “Jacobi ellipsoids”: equilibrium ellipsoidal shapes with three unequal axes. Roche (1850) added tidal forces during an orbit around a parent body and determined that there is a limit to the orbit radius, the famous Roche limit, inside of which there are no equilibrium solutions. Poincaré (1885) discovered other pears-shaped, non-ellipsoidal possibilities for equilibrium. Chandrasekhar (1969) gives a complete exposition of these classical works. A number of authors have used those fluid limits to infer limits on the mass density or density distribution of solar system bodies, although the mass density dependence can be swamped by other factors, the most important of which is the nonfluid composition. A separate approach to analyzing the internal stress properties of a nonfluid gravitating ellipsoid was given by Chree (1895), using linear elastic response from an initial stress-free state to model the mechanics of a self-gravitating body. This approach has motivated some modern study as well, discussed later.

Just as for a fluid, an ideal rubble-pile body can be assumed to have no tensile strength. But that does not mean that it behaves as a fluid. Consider an idealized rubble-pile body consisting of dry sand. Sand is an assemblage of relatively rigid, angular, submillimeter-sized grains that must interact during deformations. In a shearing deformation, the grains must move up and over adjacent grains. That motion is suppressed if the sand is subjected to a compressive pressure such as from gravity. That simple physical idea is the basis for the standard continuum soil mechanics models of failure, the Mohr-Coulomb and the Drucker-Prager criteria. In those models, the shearing strength is strongly increased by a compressive pressure in a relation that is assumed to be linear. The coefficient of that linear form is called the “angle of friction,” although its presence is due to the interlocking of grains, not surface friction. These criterion have similar results, although Mohr-Coulomb is considered to be more accurate while Drucker-Prager is easier to handle analytically. It is the basis for the important difference between the behavior of water and the behavior of sand. The shearing resistance of water is independent of the confining pressure so that the angle of friction is zero. From this example it is clear that a material with no tensile strength can certainly have other strengths, including shear strength.

For that reason, the classical fluid theories relating shape and spin do not apply to rubble-pile, asteroid objects. Holsapple (2001, 2004) presented a comprehensive study of the relations between shape, spin, and internal properties for rubble-pile objects as a direct generalization of the historical fluid theories, and includes them as special cases. He assumed constant mass density, a general ellipsoidal shape, and in Holsapple (2001) a Mohr-Coulomb and in Holsapple (2004) a Drucker-Prager failure model. He was able to derive specific algebraic relations for the maximum spin allowable as a function of internal density, ellipsoidal shape, and angle of friction. Sharma et al. (2009) and Sharma (2013) analyze the problem following a somewhat different methodology and find similar results. Other studies on the stability of a continuum model of asteroids have also been made more in line with the classical approach developed by Chree (1895). In particular, Dobrovolskis (1982) studied internal stresses in Phobos; Washabaugh and Scheeres (2002) study the energetics of nonfluid, self-gravitating ellipsoids using a linear elastic model with a Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio; and Kadish et al. (2005, 2008) studied stresses in bodies grown by accretion.

In the analytical realm Scheeres has also pursued the understanding of how a collection of self-gravitating rigid bodies evolves when subject to increasing spin rates. These studies have mainly focused on the dynamical stability of fissioned bodies (Scheeres, 2002a, 2009b), conditions for when bodies will transition from resting to orbiting configurations (Scheeres, 2002b, 2009a), and identification of different possible resting states that bodies may have when in contact (Scheeres, 2002b, 2012). These analyses are, by default, somewhat simple, although there are a few general results that can be discerned.

Over this same time period a number of researchers have pursued the modeling of cohesionless asteroid rubble piles using numerical methods, primarily with discrete element method (DEM)-based approaches. There have been two major modeling directions that have been used, the so-called hard-sphere DEM (HSDEM) and soft-sphere DEM (SSDEM) models. An HSDEM code models all particle interactions as impulsive, and thus does not directly determine or track forces. This is a computational simplification that allows for relatively rapid combined dynamical and interaction
computations, but makes it difficult to track or determine interior stress states or conditions. An SSDEM code allows for particle deformation (using an analytical model), and thus directly computes contact forces between the grains. This provides a more natural and realistic way for computing rubble piles in a condensed phase, as the grains are then allowed to come to complete rest with each other (which is impossible in an HSDEM as it only models two-body interactions), form force chains, and enable the internal stress state of the modeled body to be computed. The chapter by Murdoch et al. in this volume provides a more detailed discussion of HSDEM and SSDEM codes as applied to asteroids.

Some representative initial studies in this area for modeling asteroids were done by Richardson’s group using an HSDEM code (Richardson et al., 1998, 2005; Walsh and Richardson, 2006). They studied the ability of a collection of same-sized grains with a given level of spin to form a stable configuration, with the use of classical Jacobi or Maclaurin ellipsoids used as a measure of stability, and explored how such bodies would deform and fission following a planetary flyby or when subject to a rapid rotation rate. The mechanical properties of the grains are not directly controlled in these studies; in particular, the friction angle is simulated by having the grains either fall into a crystalline-packed matrix or through the use of a bimodal grain size distribution to promote a loss of friction (Walsh et al., 2012).

Sánchez and Scheeres introduced a self-gravitating SSDEM model for describing the global behavior of rubble-pile bodies (Sánchez and Scheeres, 2011, 2012), in part to overcome such limitations. These models used grains with a size dispersion to avoid crystallization. The friction angle of the rubble pile is controlled by surface friction and interlocking. With this approach it becomes possible to track the internal stress and failure conditions using a granular mechanics code. Relevant results are given below.

An additional approach to the modeling of asteroid rubble piles was introduced in Hirabayashi and Scheeres (2014) and applied in Hirabayashi (2014) and Hirabayashi and Scheeres (2015). In this approach a detailed asteroid shape model can be used and the interior stress states computed by using commercial finite-element-analysis methods. This approach has the significant capability of being able to develop detailed models for the failure of asteroids when subject to gravitational and inertial forces. The use of a general approach enables the detailed analysis of plastic deformation modes and inclusion of detailed continuum model parameters such as Poisson ratio, cohesion, and angle of friction.

4.2. Rubble-Pile Shapes

Using the methods outlined above, the most fundamental question to be asked is what the expected shape of a rubble pile should be. Some insight can be gained by observing the surface slopes of asteroids, as these can indicate if there are regions that are clearly beyond the angle of repose for geological granular material; however, this cannot always be clearly linked to the internal processes. A number of different asteroid slopes have been computed in the past for specific shapes, and a recent analysis by Richardson and Bowling (2014) shows that most asteroids with known shapes have the majority of their surfaces beneath a typical angle of repose for granular material of $\sim 35^\circ$. While there are some specific bodies that have significant regions of their surface that are clearly beyond these angles, such as (6489) Golevka (Hudson et al., 2000) and (4179) Toutatis (Hudson et al., 2003), such situations have not been commonly found in the estimated asteroid shapes described to date.

There have been some attempts at approaching the stability of rubble-pile asteroids through analysis of their shapes alone. Harris et al. (2009) and Minton (2008) approached the problem by analyzing the expected shapes of an asteroid where the surface slopes are constrained to be less than or equal to a certain limit. These analyses were used to explore the likely surface environment of rotationally symmetric, spheroidal asteroids commonly found to be the primaries of binary systems. The poster child of such asteroid shapes is (66391) 1999 KW$_4$-Alpha, which exhibits many peculiar features that are indicative of this body to be at or near its failure limit. More recently, Scheeres (2015) has studied these bodies using an approach that is fundamentally motivated by the surface slopes and combines some of the methodology from Harris et al. (2009) along with orbital dynamics considerations.

Such analyses are limited, however, in that they do not consider the totality of the mechanical principles that must be accommodated in order to say with certainty whether a given shape is stable or not. Indeed, it is possible for a given shape to have low slopes across its surface (even zero slope, and much less than the angle of repose), yet be structurally unstable as viewed from a mechanics point of view, which also considers its internal stress field and common failure theories. The necessary approach for that sort of analysis requires the development of a stress field within the body that accounts for all internal forces and that vanishes at the surface. The development of such stress fields is not in general unique. However, if one assumes linear elasticity, an ideal ellipsoidal shape, and a stress-free initial state, then a unique stress field can be derived. Given such a stress field, it is then possible to evaluate it against a failure theory, with the most commonly used ones being the Mohr-Coulomb or Drucker-Prager theory. For a cohesionless body these are simply specified as a function of their interior stress field for a given internal friction angle. Furthermore, there is only one stress state that is in equilibrium and also at the failure limit at each interior point. That occurs at a higher spin than for the elastic solutions, and provides the maximum possible spins among all possible stress fields.

In a series of papers, Holsapple (2001, 2004) applied this basic approach and evaluated the limit spins as a function of the ellipsoidal shape of a large range of asteroids modeled as ellipsoids of axes $a \geq b \geq c$. A representative result is given in Fig. 4, which depicts the maximum equilibrium spin as a function of the aspect ratio $b/a$, for a prolate object ($a > b = c$), along with data for a number of asteroids. The limit
A particle-based analysis as suggested in Harris (1996). For the idealized ellipsoidal case, elongation limit spin on the actual shape, density, and internal strength of rubble-pile asteroids cannot spin faster than some well-de

Theoretical results add detail to the basic idea that rubble-pile asteroids cannot spin faster than some well-defined limit, with specific results about the dependence of that limit spin on the actual shape, density, and internal strength of an object. For the idealized ellipsoidal case, elongation lowers the spin limit, but not as much as the linear decrease as suggested in Harris (1996).

On a case-by-case basis these analyses can be compared to calculations with numerical codes. A particle-based analysis of equilibrium shape was presented by Richardson et al. (2005) using an HSDEM code with 1000 total particles. They considered a spinup of an initial shape and the subsequent reformation to an equilibrium shape. Those reformed equilibrium shapes were roughly consistent with the Holsapple continuum limits discussed above, but for an angle of friction of $\phi = 40^\circ$. Subsequent analysis by Walsh et al. (2012) indicated that the effective friction angle of their stacked hard-spheres was on the order of $40^\circ$, leading to consistency with this result. It is also relevant to note that Washabaugh and Scheeres (2002) showed that the total energy of ellipsoidal shapes at a given level of angular momentum was minimized in a broad region in the vicinity of the Jacobi and Maclaurin ellipsoids.

While not providing specific failure conditions, their analysis did include the effect of Poisson’s ratio in their stress field, accounting for a non-incompressible condition that has been associated with granular materials. In another study, Tanga et al. (2009) demonstrate the ability of rubble piles modeled with HSDEM to evolve toward the fluid equilibrium shapes of Jacobi and Maclaurin ellipsoids when subject to intermittent “shaking” due to relatively small impacts.

### 4.3. Deformation of Rubble Piles

A natural follow-on question regards the expected shape deviation of a rubble-pile body when subject to a changing angular momentum. For asteroids such changes in angular momentum are known to occur for smaller bodies due to the Yarkovsky-O’Keefe-Radzievskii-Paddack (YORP) effect (see the chapter by Vokrouhlický et al. in this volume) and for larger bodies due to impacts. The outcomes of such evolutionary questions can only be addressed through theory and simulation; however, such studies are important as they provide predictions for what may occur in actual asteroid systems.

This question of the fate of an object as its spin limit is slowly subjected to additional angular momentum was analyzed using a continuum model in Holsapple (2010). Such an object must globally change shape once it reaches the limiting failure condition outlined above in order to remain stable. Holsapple assumed that the body transitions through a sequence of evolving ellipsoidal shapes. The dynamical theory leads to an ordinary differential equation for the axis ratios of the ellipsoid (Holsapple 2010, equation (45)), which can be numerically integrated. A typical result is presented in Fig. 5, which plots the axis ratios along level sets of solutions to the differential equations.

For an object starting in the upper right corner of this figure, which represents a slightly oblate initial shape, the body will flatten, becoming more oblate. It can ideally approach a very flat shape with thickness only a fraction of its diameter before then deforming to a prolate shape. For a body initially at a shape near the center of this plot, it will become more prolate, eventually approaching a very long shape, with $a/c$ of 5.1 or more. As it deforms, although its angular momentum increases, in most cases its spin decreases because its moment of inertia increases. The implication of this is important for
interpreting the spin limit in Fig. 3. It predicts that bodies that lie at the minimum spin period line may not necessarily be at the limit of their angular momentum, but may be starting to go through a deformation that may actually decrease their spin rate as their angular momentum increases.

These deformational dynamics have also been seen in numerical simulations. Walsh et al. (2008) analyzed the effect of spinup on initially spheroidal rubble piles modeled with an HSDEM code. They found that as spin increased, components of the body would migrate to the equator, both causing a bulge to form and leading to loss of components into orbit about the body. These studies indicated a link between the expected shape deformation from YORP spinup and with these bodies being linked to binary formation. Sánchez and Scheeres (2012) also analyzed such spinup deformations using an SSDEM code. Their numerically computed deformations are plotted in Fig. 5 and are seen to closely follow the analytical curves derived by Holsapple (2010). However, we note that these simulations are only started in ellipsoidal shapes and are not constrained to be ellipsoidal (unlike the Holsapple computations). Thus as the angular momentum becomes large enough, the collections of grains are seen to undergo deformation beyond the classical ellipsoid shape. This is seen as the sequence of ideal ellipsoid deformations end once they become unstable and sensitive to collapse, which occurs at extreme elongations. The manner in which such systems fail range from surface shedding to fission, and is largely driven by the morphology of the mass distribution. Specifically, in the Sánchez and Scheeres (2012) simulations, initially ellipsoidal bodies are found to separate due to fission while initially spherical bodies are seen to shed material from their surface. Another possible outcome of deformation is a change in the body’s YORP coefficient, which can cause a body’s spin evolution to change sign, as initially noted in Scheeres et al. (2007) and recently studied in detail in Statler (2009) and Cotto-Figueroa et al. (2015).

Strongly oblate shapes have been found in several asteroids, some of which are fast rotating, such as (66391) 1999 KW₄, (341843) 2008 EV₅, (367943) Dueone (formerly 2012 DA₁₄), (101955) Bennu (formerly 1999 RQ₉₆), (65803) Didymos, (2867) Steins, and others. The equators of these objects generally protrude outside the equivalent oblate ellipsoidal shape, and therefore loose particles at their equator can spin off (Scheeres, 2015). Such shed particles are found to eventually escape (Jacobson and Scheeres, 2011a), although if sufficient numbers are shed in a short period, they may also form into a secondary (Walsh et al., 2008, 2012). Analytical studies of such spunup shapes have been published by Harris et al. (2009), Minton (2008), and most recently Scheeres (2015). These studies seek to tie surface deformation to the overall shape of the body, with a particular focus on the oblate, fast-spinning shapes that have been associated with primaries of binary asteroids.

4.4. Evidence for Fission

One predicted outcome for rapidly spinning bodies is that they can undergo a shape bifurcation and separation into multiple components. This outcome is to be compared to the loss of material directly from the surface—a distinction that has been studied to some extent in Walsh et al. (2008), Hirabayashi and Scheeres (2014), and Hirabayashi (2014). Analytical methods applied to simplified studies have been able to model such fission mechanics. In Scheeres (2009a) it was shown that the first components to fission in a non-uniform body will be those whose mass centers are the furthest from each other. For simple models of ellipsoids resting on each other, this corresponds to the distinct bodies fissioning first. Under this assumption, it is possible to show that the dynamical evolution of a fissioned body can be directly related to the relative mass fraction between the components (Scheeres, 2007, 2009b). Specifically, if the mass ratio between the bodies is less than ~0.2, the resulting system has positive total energy and can escape [albeit not immediately (Jacobson and Scheeres, 2011a)], while for mass ratios larger than this the bodies are gravitationally bound and cannot escape without exogenous forcing.

This theory was specifically supported with the observations from Pravec et al. (2010) on asteroid pairs, which are asteroids that have had an extremely close passage to each other at an extremely slow speed (~1 m s⁻¹) at some point in the past (Vokrouhlický and Nesvorný, 2008). In the Pravec survey the relative sizes of asteroid pairs were determined and the spin period of the primary measured (see Fig. 6). This survey showed the predicted relation between mass ratio and formation of asteroid pairs, as there is a cut-off in asteroid pairs for mass ratios larger than ~0.2. As a secondary confirmation, the analysis also showed that the spin rates of...
primaries decrease as the mass ratio limit is approached, which is the predicted mechanism for ejection, where energy for escape is taken from the spin rate of the primary. Additional observations of asteroid pairs have largely been consistent, although there are a few bodies that do not follow this rule and thus may be asteroid pairs formed by another mechanism (cf. Vokrouhlický and Nesvorný, 2008). There have also been spectroscopic studies of these asteroid pairs by Polishook et al. (2014), which have also been interpreted to support the fission hypothesis. This is significant as it has direct bearing on the manner in which rubble-pile bodies fail, even though there is not much detail. The implications of such fissioning have been investigated in Jacobson and Scheeres (2011a), which is described more fully in the chapter by Walsh and Jacobson in this volume.

4.5. Spin Limits for Cohesive Objects

Since Asteroids III, a significant number of small asteroids spinning above the limits derived for a cohesionless rubble pile have been discovered. Those objects, whose existence was predicted in Harris (1996), must have sufficient internal strength to withstand their internal tensile stresses. The question these bodies raise is what physics provide the source of that strength, what magnitude of strength is needed, and whether these can still be thought of as rubble-pile bodies.

That question was first addressed in Holsapple (2007), where the rubble-pile analysis outlined above was expanded to include strength models with cohesive strength, and it was found that the limit spins could be substantially faster if the internal material was capable of withstanding some level of tensile stress. However, that is true only for smaller asteroids, as can be seen in Fig. 3, as all the strength-limit curves fall back to the nominal spin limit for increasing size (which is the reason why the gravity spin limit does not necessarily imply cohesionless rubble piles). Holsapple derived specific limit curves for two strength cases. First, for a constant strength it is found that the maximum spin rate decreases linearly as the asteroid diameter increases, as noted in Harris (1996). Second, it was assumed that the strength of meter- to kilometer-sized objects will decrease with increasing size, to the $-1/2$ power, and in this way accounting for increasing planes of weakness in a larger body. Then the limits of spin vs. size decrease with the power of $-5/4$. The resulting curve is the upper, bounding curve plotted in Fig. 3. This curve furnishes an upper bound to all the present data and is for a material that has a tensile strength of only 100 kPa in a 10-cm specimen, and then decreasing as $1/\sqrt{r}$ with size r. That value is more than an order of magnitude less than measured for typical meteorites (see section 2). Therefore, whether these data are really constrained by a strength limit or not remains an open question, as the limit may only indicate a lack of mechanism to further increase spin rates. A related question is also whether this represents the strength of individual components.

Sánchez and Scheeres (2014) have investigated the question of what minimum level of strength could exist between rubble-pile components. It is an important distinction that they are not considering the strength of all components, but are probing for the presence of possible cohesive strength between rubble-pile components. Their theory notes that van der Waals attractions between the finest material present in the rubble pile (in sufficient quantities to form an underlying matrix of material) should hold larger components in place, in the same way that cement holds rocks within a matrix. Using data from the Apollo lunar experiments and samples, and information on size distributions inferred from observations and samples from Itokawa, they predict the possible strength of this regolith to be on the order of 100 Pa, with their preferred value stated as 25 Pa (it should be noted that this value depends on an assumed density, angle of friction, and other shape parameters). This model probes the lower end of the strength envelope to determine whether there is any evidence for such cohesive strength in rubble-pile asteroids.

Sánchez and Scheeres (2014) point to a few aspects of the asteroid size, spin, and morphology database represented in Fig. 3, in addition to some specific asteroids, as evidence for their theory. First they note that cohesive strength between rubble-pile components greater than $\sim$100 Pa should
lead to a more filled-in population below the strength line in the intermediate size range of 0.1–1 km. However, only when total effective strength (which is actually a function of density and shape assumptions as well) falls below the 100-Pa limit is the visual gap less significant. Another prediction from this theory is that binaries should not form when less than a certain size, as the spin rate required for fission to overcome cohesion would cause the resulting fragments to separate at speeds in excess of their mutual gravitational escape speed. They use this to explain the sharp drop-off in binaries below a few hundred meters, which has been shown to be statistically significant (see the chapter by Margot et al. in this volume). Finally, the presence of small and rapidly spinning tumbling asteroids at the strength limit is also consistent with the failure of rubble-pile asteroids with cohesion, as such a failure will generally induce tumbling in the separated bodies, which will also immediately escape from each other (Scheeres et al., 2010). There are also a few specific bodies that provide additional support for this weak level of strength being present in a rubble-pile body. These are P/2013 R3, (29075) 1950 DA, and 2008 TC₃, which are discussed in the final section.

Before continuing it is important to note that the apparent gap between strengths greater than 100 Pa and the observed bodies in the 0.1–1-km range has been challenged by a number of observations that show the existence of objects that fill in the region beneath the upper bound. These are noted in Holsapple (2007) and reported in Masiero et al. (2009), Chang et al. (2014), and Urakawa et al. (2014). These observations have not been deemed sufficiently reliable in the lightcurve database (Warner et al., 2009) to include in the confirmed cases. It is important that these objects be viewed in future apparitions to confirm them. Confirmation of these bodies’ size and spin rates would have a significant impact on our understanding of the possible strength of asteroids.

5. PROBING ASTEROID INTERIORS

Although the previous models and interpretations take the interior properties of asteroids into account, they do not directly sense or constrain the interior properties or geophysics. This is because they still rely on external measures of the asteroid stability state, such as its shape, size, and spin. This section discusses approaches that are currently being developed to probe the interior properties of an asteroid, taking advantage of fundamental geophysical properties and observable effects. There are three main recent advances in this area, the first of which is the classical interpretation of surface geological structures to make inferences on the interior of an asteroid. Second is the analysis of the interior seismic properties of rubble-pile bodies. Third is the analysis of tidal dissipation effects within small rubble-pile bodies. A fourth advance that can be mentioned in passing is the use of radar to probe the interior of a rubble-pile body. However, there have not been definitive analyses of this approach for asteroidal bodies, although such analyses will be performed for the first time at a comet by the Rosetta spacecraft.

5.1. Geological Interpretation

The classical approach to interpreting the interior structure of an asteroid was pioneered at the asteroid (433) Eros, although it has also been applied to interpret the interior of Phobos (see the chapter by Marchi et al. in this volume). The underlying theory is outlined in Prockter et al. (2002) and interprets surface features as expressions of subsurface strength. The key focus was on the lineaments and global structures such as Rahe Dorsum on Eros. Buczkowski et al. (2008) studied the lineaments across Eros to determine whether there was clear evidence for internal strength or structures. While certain correlations seem to exist, along with evidence for some subsurface structure, it is also difficult to independently confirm what these structures may be, whether they arise from the mechanical properties of the regolith itself, or how they could be uniquely estimated (Robinson et al., 2002). The approach has also had limited use at (25143) Itokawa, where there are no specific global geographic features that could be used to make interior interpretations other than the component shapes themselves. On the other hand, such an approach can be very valuable at a larger body such as (4) Vesta, which has many global features that could be used as constraints on the interior of the body (reviewed in the chapter by Russell et al. in this volume).

5.2. Seismic Effects

The importance of seismic effects was underlined by the Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous (NEAR) observations of Eros. While craters were present on that body, they became more sparse at smaller sizes, with the surface dominated by a thick layer of regolith (Chapman et al., 2002). This was explained using a statistical and global analysis of crater erasure due to seismic shaking as a result of impacts on Eros (Richardson et al., 2004). In a subsequent analysis, Thomas and Robinson (2005) were able to positively correlate the erasure of small craters with a single large impact, thus linking the transmission of seismic energy from an impact to the surface motion of regolith and not due to regolith created in the impact itself. The chapter by Marchi et al. in this volume reviews this material in more detail.

Motivated by, and contemporaneous with, this physical correlation there were many different studies of the effects of impacts on the redistribution of regolith. These include the use of particle hydrodynamic codes for simulating impacts (Nolan et al., 2001), coupled models of seismic transmission and granular motion (Richardson et al., 2004; Richardson and Bowling, 2014), and the application of Earth geophysical models of seismic-energy transmission to rubble-pile bodies (Martin et al., 2008; Blitz, 2009).

A culmination of these analyses is the realization that the mechanical properties of a rubble-pile body can be linked with the observed crater distributions and levels of erasure. Asphaug (2008) proposes a methodology to directly estimate the attenuation of seismic energy within a rubble pile using the observed largest crater on that body. This basic idea has
also migrated beyond the use of naturally occurring impacts to include the application of controlled and induced cratering blasts or impacts on the surface of a rubble-pile asteroid. By controlling the energy and deposition of the blast, it is possible to infer the seismic transmission of energy at distal points of a rubble-pile body by comparing before and after images of the surface. This can be enhanced by the deployment of instrumented devices across the surface, where they can record the sensed seismic energy or, in the extreme case if they are lofted from the surface, determine the strength of the seismic wave by tracking the length of their ballistic phase. 

Such ideas were proposed in Scheeres et al. (2003) and have subsequently appeared as a concept in a number of space science missions, with the combination of calibrated blasts and sensing measuring devices proposed in the Discovery mission Binary Asteroid In-Situ Explorer (BASiX) (Robert et al., 2010). Similar concepts have also been subsequently proposed in the mission concepts of MarcoPolo-R (Michel et al., 2014) and Asteroid Impact and Deflection Assessment (AIDA) (Galvez et al., 2013). This approach to seismic inference will be realized with the currently planned Hayabusa-2 mission to primitive asteroid 1999 JU3. This mission concept calls for using an explosive device to accelerate an impactor into the surface of the body, creating a crater and seismic energy source that can then be tracked by observing modifications of the surface (Tsuda et al., 2013).

5.3. Tidal Dissipation

Another measure that can be used to peer into the interior of a rubble-pile body is related to energy dissipation due to tidal deformations. There are two main ways in which rubble-pile bodies can dissipate excess kinetic energy via this method. One occurs if the body is in a non-uniform rotation state, as this induces traveling waves of alternating accelerations, which can cause stress and strains that dissipate energy. This effect has been linked to the fact that the vast majority of asteroids are in or near a rotation state about their maximum moment of inertia (Burns and Safronov, 1973). Harris (1994) showed that the vast majority of known tumbling asteroids had an overall slow rotation rate, meaning that the time for them to relax to uniform rotation could be long, although these estimates depend on assuming that the geophysical properties of larger planetary bodies and satellites are similar to rubble-pile bodies.

To better constrain and understand how the observed tumblers should be interpreted in terms of their internal geophysics of tidal dissipation, there have been several analytical and numerical studies of how asteroids could enter complex rotation states and what the frequency of them entering such states should be. This would allow for the comparison of the population with different dissipation rates. The trend of tumbling with greater spin period implicitly indicates that asteroids are dissipative bodies. The degree of dissipation is not fully understood, and depends on the assumed parameters of rigidity, \( \mu \), which measures the stiffness of the body; the quality factor, \( Q \), which is inversely proportional to the rate of energy dissipation due to non-uniform deformations; and the rate at which tumblers are created. We note that tumblers can be created in several ways: catastrophic disruptions (Asphaug and Scheeres, 1999; Scheeres et al., 2000b), planetary flybys (Scheeres et al., 2000b, 2005; Pravec et al., 2014), YORP-induced fission (Sánchez and Scheeres, 2014), and, potentially, YORP spindown effects either in isolation (Vokrouhlický et al., 2007) or in combination with impacts (Marzari et al., 2011; Henyé and Pravec, 2013).

On the other hand, the application of standard planetary theory geophysics to rubble-pile asteroids made in earlier studies may not be appropriate. This has motivated researchers to develop improved mathematical models and to carry out geophysical analyses that are relevant for this environment. Efroimsky and Williams (2009) considered the effect of frequency dependent terms in tidal dissipation, while Sharma et al. (2005) and Breiter et al. (2009) have developed novel mathematical expressions for tidal dissipation. Perhaps most fundamental, however, is the study by Goldreich and Sari (2009), which shows that rubble-pile bodies are expected to behave distinctively relative to the classical planetary satellite theory. In their analysis they show that the functional relationship between the quality factor, \( Q \), and the Love number of an object, \( k \) (related to the rigidity of the body and how the shape responds to tidal stress), should follow a variation where \( Q/k \propto r \), the radius of the body, which is distinctly different than the classical relationship. Specifically, they show that the effective dimensionless rigidity of a rubble pile is smaller than that of a monolithic body of the same size, with the reduction arising from the concentration of stresses due to the presence of voids. Using this result they show that it is likely that a rubble-pile secondary in a binary asteroid system should circularize, which cannot be necessarily concluded if the secondary is monolithic and follows the classical planetary relation. The implications of their analysis for the relaxation time for tumbling asteroids has not been made as of yet.

The Goldreich and Sari analysis has been applied to develop a more detailed model for the expected evolution of binary asteroid systems. In Jacobson and Scheeres (2011b) they analyze the joint evolutionary dynamics of tidal dissipation and the binary YORP (BYORP) effect (see the chapter by Vokrouhlický et al. in this volume) in light of the Goldreich and Sari theory for tidal dissipation. They find that there should exist a so-called BYORP and tide equilibrium where a contractive BYORP effect acting on the synchronous secondary is balanced by an expansive tidal effect due to dissipation in the rapidly rotating primary. The existence of this equilibrium is significant for a number of reasons, described elsewhere in this volume in the chapters by Walsh and Jacobson and Vokrouhlický et al. In the context of this chapter the significance is that this provides a direct way in which to constrain and indirectly measure the rigidity of the primary in a rubble-pile binary asteroid. Once a binary asteroid is known or suspected to lie in such an equilibrium, it also provides a way to evaluate the functional relationship between a body’s size and its quality factor and tidal
Love number. The existence of this equilibrium has been recently validated for binary asteroid 1996 FG₃ (Scheirich et al., 2015). From that study there is an inferred value of rigidity times quality factor of $\mu Q \sim 2.7 \times 10^9$ Pa, which is orders of magnitude less than that expected for a monolithic body and for what has been bounded in the past for binary asteroids (Margot et al., 2002). This result is significant, as it is the first “measured” value of this parameter for a rubble-pile body, albeit there are a number of significant sources of uncertainty that are discussed in that paper.

A significant next step in analysis will be to start to blend these results to better understand the dissipation rate within rubble-pile bodies. This will require additional theoretical, observational, and ultimately numerical computations to fully understand. It also provides motivation for a space science mission to a binary asteroid in a BYORP-tide equilibrium, since obtaining a precise estimate of the rigidity requires that the secondary body be fully mapped.

6. SPECIFIC ASTEROID OBSERVATIONS

In addition to the insights obtained by analyzing the asteroid population database, there have been significant insights from analyzing specific asteroids. There have been a number of dramatic and unprecedented observations of single bodies that provide deep insight into the morphology and, in some cases, the mechanical properties of these asteroids. In the following we discuss some of the more significant of these bodies. As some of these bodies are discussed in more detail elsewhere, in some cases we only draw on a few aspects of the analysis and indicate the appropriate chapter for more details. Instead of grouping these bodies by how they were observed, which could be done, we just list them in order of their alphabetical names and designations.

6.1. (433) Eros

At the time the Asteroids III book was being completed, significant, but incomplete, data on asteroid (433) Eros taken by the NEAR-Shoemaker spacecraft was already included. The definitive analysis of the gravity field of this asteroid had not been published, however, and is what we focus on here. Initial data indicated that the asteroid’s gravity field was homogeneous at the few-kilometers scale (Asphaug et al., 2002). Subsequent analysis of the gravity field was made and reported in two papers (Miller et al., 2002; Konopliv et al., 2002). Both papers included a comparison between the measured gravity field and a homogenous gravity field computed from the shape with a constant density assumption. Density variations can be detected through the comparisons of measured and computed gravity field coefficients (cf. Scheeres et al., 2000a; Takahashi and Scheeres, 2014). Gravity field comparisons in both papers showed differences at the relative level of less than $10^{-3}$ through the 6th degree-and-order gravity terms. At higher degree and order the uncertainty in the gravity-field coefficients was greater than this relative level, meaning that at these higher levels the differences were indistinguishable from noise. This provides a strong constraint on the density homogeneity within this asteroid. We also note that the bulk density of this body was determined to be $2.67 \pm 0.03$ g cm$^{-3}$ (Miller et al., 2002), indicating a relatively low level of macroporosity of approximately 20% assuming the S-type asteroid had a grain density of ordinary chondrites (Yeomans et al., 2000). The Miller et al. (2002) paper also made an accurate rotation-state estimate for the body, and was unable to observe any complex rotation except that driven by solar torques. This indicates that the body had fully relaxed to principle-axis rotation.

6.2. (25143) Itokawa

The asteroid (25143) Itokawa was visited by the Hayabusa spacecraft in 2005 (see the chapter by Yoshikawa et al. in this volume). The greatest achievement of that mission was the collection of a small but valuable sample of regolith from the surface. However, several important observations and measurements of the asteroid were also taken during the few months that the spacecraft was in close proximity to that body. There were several important determinations with regard to the geophysics of this asteroid. These include the total bulk density of the body, measured to be $1.9 \pm 0.13$ g cm$^{-3}$, corresponding to a macroporosity of 41% for this S-type asteroid (Fujiiwa et al., 2006). As the spacecraft never spent significant time in ballistic motion close to the asteroid, the gravity field determination was not able to progress beyond the total mass. Subsequent to the mission it has been speculated that the density distribution within the body is heterogeneous. This idea was first proposed in Scheeres and Gaskell (2008) to explain the apparent disconnect between the predicted YORP torque (which was computed to be negative based on several different computations) and the lack of a detected change in its spin. This theory predicted that either the head or neck region of the body should have a greater density. Lowry et al. (2014) were able to detect a measurable acceleration in the spin rate of Itokawa. Based on the theory outlined in Scheeres and Gaskell (2008) and Breiter et al. (2009) it was determined that the density disparity between the head and body would need to be $2.85 \pm 1.75$ g cm$^{-3}$, respectively, for this effect alone to account for the disparity. Such a drastic disparity between densities, 62%, is not out of the question given that the secondary and primary of (66391) 1999 KW₄ have a large density disparity, although for that body it is only 42% for the nominal values (see below). However, as discussed in the chapter by Vokrouhlický et al. in this volume, there are other effects besides a density disparity that could have caused the acceleration of Itokawa, making the result somewhat uncertain.

Beyond the mass, bulk density, macroporosity, and possible density heterogeneity, important information was obtained regarding the size distribution of rocks, boulders, and grains on Itokawa. Based on images taken while in close proximity to the body, the size distribution of boulders and rocks across its surface was measured and found to follow a size distribution with an exponent of $-3.1 \pm 0.1$ down to
5 m (Michikami et al., 2008). A more recent paper revisits the Itokawa data and focuses on the difference between the head and body of this asteroid, as well as discussing several possible hypotheses for its formation (Mazrouei et al., 2013). They find a somewhat steeper size distribution down to 6 m, albeit changing depending on where on the body one looks. Ultimately their general conclusions on the distribution of larger blocks are consistent with Michikami et al. (2008). Using the returned samples, a size-distribution analysis was also made by Tsuchiyama et al. (2011). Across the grain sizes ranging from 0.5 to 100 µm they found a size distribution with an exponent between −2.8 and −2 (steeper at the smaller sizes). While these two size distributions (from the observations and the samples) cannot be easily combined, they do present some insight into the size distribution of grains and boulders within a rubble-pile asteroid. Tsuchiyama et al. present the hypothesis that the size distribution may break to a shallower level at millimeter- to centimeter-sized grains, which may explain why they were viewed as the dominant grain size on the body [at least in the Muses-Sea region (Yano et al., 2006)]. These measurements of size distribution are important as they speak directly to the presumed size distributions that all rubble-pile bodies may have. Also, the recent theory on cohesive strength in rubble piles (Sanchez and Scheeres, 2014) depends explicitly on the presence of fine regolith grains for its physical realization.

6.3. (216) Kleopatra

The asteroid (216) Kleopatra is a strangely shaped main-belt asteroid with a total length on the order of 250 km and with a very narrow “neck” (Ostro et al., 2000). This asteroid has already been distinguished by its rapid rotation and odd shape. Descamps et al. (2011) reported the discovery of two satellites about this asteroid, enabling a precise mass of the asteroid to be determined. However, while their observations were also consistent with the Ostro et al. (2000) radar-based shape, they reported finding a significantly larger size for this body, approximately 25% larger in mean diameter than the Ostro et al. radar shape. A different set of observations by Marchis et al. (2012) reported an even larger size, raising the interesting situation of knowing the mass and shape of the body but not its size and hence density. The rapid rotation of this object and its shape mean that the stability of this body is highly sensitive to its bulk density and size. Hirabayashi and Scheeres (2014) took advantage of this size ambiguity to probe the stability of this body across a range of sizes, from the Ostro et al. (2000) size to the Marchis et al. (2012) size. Based on an averaged stress analysis, essentially applying the averaging method of Holsapple to a non-ideal shape, they were able to determine that the Descamps et al. (2011) size requires the lowest angle of friction to keep the body stable. This analysis has also been confirmed using a finite-element plastic-deformation analysis that shows that the smaller Ostro et al. (2000) size will tend to collapse, the larger Marchis et al. (2012) size will tend to separate, and the Descamps et al. (2011) size seems to be the most stable again, and is only susceptible to surface failures that could be related to inaccuracies in the detailed shape of the body (Hirabayashi, 2014). This analysis is listed here as it represents a unique use of continuum and failure theory to help resolve an inconsistency in measurements.

6.4. (29075) 1950 DA

The asteroid (29075) 1950 DA is well known as one of the most hazardous bodies for Earth in the solar system, due to its relatively high impact probability of 1 in 4000 (albeit in the year 2880) and its relatively large size, on the order of 1 km (see the chapter by Harris et al. in this volume). In Rozitis et al. (2014) the body’s density is determined by using the measured Yarkovsky acceleration of the body and analyzing the thermal inertia. This allowed them to infer that the body was a rubble pile, that the rotation of the body was retrograde, and that the corresponding shape model for this rotation pole could be used (Busch et al., 2007). Based on these measurements, Rozitis et al. (2014) determined that the body was spinning beyond the failure limit at which both loose material would be shed from its surface and it would undergo global deformation. Due to this they concluded that the body required cohesion to stay intact, and applied basic techniques (Holsapple, 2001) to determine the level of cohesive strength needed. Based on a Drucker-Prager failure model they were able to identify a minimum necessary strength of approximately 65 Pa for the body to hold together, which they note is comparable to the level of strength for rubble-pile bodies hypothesized in Sanchez and Scheeres (2014). A detailed finite-element analysis was performed by Hirabayashi and Scheeres (2015) that confirmed this strength as a lower bound and found that for uniform strength, the center of the body should fail prior to the surface. They note that should this occur, it could result in a less-dense core, which could be detected with an orbiting spacecraft.

6.5. (66391) 1999 KW₄

The binary asteroid (66391) 1999 KW₄ was observed with range-Doppler radar at a number of epochs, enabling a detailed model of the shapes of each of its components and their relative orbital and rotational dynamics (Ostro et al., 2006; Scheeres et al., 2006). These papers provided the first, and to date most accurate, insight into the morphology of a binary asteroid system, and it is of interest to briefly review the results here. First, it is important to note that in the nominal model the primary rotates just shy of where loose material should be shed from its surface, implying that its interior may also be close to a failure limit. At the lower end of density for the primary the surface may require cohesive strength to stay together. Thus this body exhibits and showcases the traits of the rapidly rotating oblate bodies discussed earlier in this chapter and has been used as the motivating example of this class of body (Harris et al., 2009; Scheeres, 2015).

The primary has an obliquity of about 3° with respect to the orbit plane of the binary and the secondary has relative
librations of several degrees. Thus the system is not in a fully relaxed state. Based on the shape of the secondary we note that the predicted BYORP coefficient is positive, meaning that this system could be undergoing expansion (the system is currently being monitored for BYORP expansion, as described in the chapter by Vokrouhlický et al. in this volume). As this system has not settled into a fully relaxed state it introduces the interesting possibility that it could be tracked over longer time periods to possibly determine or detect effects associated with either tidal relaxation or with BYORP expansion.

There is a large density disparity between the primary and secondary body. The primary density is determined to be $1.97 \pm 0.24$ g cm$^{-3}$ and the secondary to be $2.81^{+0.82}_{-0.63}$ g cm$^{-3}$, a relative factor of 42%. Possible reasons for such a disparity are discussed in Scheeres et al. (2006), and involve the compaction of the secondary by continuous shaking and the expansion of the primary due to the extremely rapid rotation rate.

6.6. 2008 TC$_3$

Now we consider asteroid 2008 TC$_3$, which became the Almahata Sitta meteorite (Jenniskens et al., 2009). This asteroid was observed prior to entering Earth’s atmosphere during the brief period after its discovery. Lightcurve observations of this body showed that it was spinning with a period of 100 s and also was in a tumbling rotation state (Scheirich et al., 2010). It can be found on Fig. 3, where it is the smallest known tumbler and only requires approximately 100 Pa of cohesive strength to withstand disruption. Based on analysis of the meteorite fall, this body consisted of several different mineralogical types that constituted separate components in the parent asteroid (see the chapter by Jenniskens in this volume), with one possible interpretation being that it could be described as a rubble pile (Jenniskens et al., 2009). Analysis of the preentry observations and the meteorite falls also indicate that the body had significant macroporosity (Kohout et al., 2011). The meteor was observed to break up high in the atmosphere, indicating a weak body (Borovička and Charvat, 2009; Popova et al., 2011). Furthermore, Borovička and Charvat (2009) note the presence of an abundance of micrometer- and larger-sized dust associated with the meteor, consistent with this dust composing a “substantial part” of the total mass of the object. These disparate observations related to this asteroid were linked together in the recent theory proposed in Sánchez and Scheeres (2014), and described earlier in section 4.5, although there remain questions about that interpretation (see discussion in the chapter by Borovička et al. in this volume).

6.7. P/2013 P$_5$

Body P/2013 P$_5$ was initially catalogued as a comet, yet now seems to more properly identified as an asteroid (see the chapter by Jewitt et al. in this volume; Jewitt et al., 2013; Hainaut et al., 2014). This body has exhibited periodic shedding over a number of different observational epochs. Material shed from its surface has been seen to consist of fine grains down to 10 µm in size at least. A clear explanation for its periodic shedding has not been found, although some initial analysis of this phenomenon has occurred (Scheeres, 2015).

6.8. P/2013 R$_3$

Finally, we mention another active asteroid, P/2013 R$_3$ (Jewitt et al., 2014). This body was seen to fail in an entirely different morphological fashion, splitting repeatedly into smaller components that escaped from each other. Hirabayashi et al. (2014) analyzed the main components of this body and estimated the initial spin rate of the protobody by mapping estimates of size and speed backward to the inferred epoch of disruption. Based on this analysis they predicted a range of possible strengths for the progenitor rubble-pile body prior to breakup, from 40 to 200 Pa, with the range of values accounting for uncertainties in size, density, and relative speed.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we bring together disparate material on the strength, mechanics, and morphology of asteroids based on meteorites and asteroids, based on meteorites, ground-based observations, space-based observations, analysis, and numerical simulation. While there has been significant progress on all fronts since Asteroids III, many new issues and questions have been exposed as well. A main issue that arises is the wide variation in strength determinations of asteroids and their constituents. While direct comparisons of meteor strengths as parameterized by dynamic pressure and strength parameterized by spin rate cannot be naively made, there must be some underlying connection between these. Elucidation of this should be a priority, as it would enable a clear application of meteor data to the interpretation of strength of rubble-pile bodies. Another area that is ripe for progress is an improved theory of tidal dissipation within rubble-pile bodies, coupled with new ways in which the fundamental parameters of rubble piles can be estimated. This involves a better understanding of how asteroids are made to tumble, modified theories for tidal dissipation of rubble-pile bodies, and estimation of improved values for rigidity, tidal Love number, and quality factors of rubble piles. Finally, the continued advancement in analytical and numerical simulation tools will be essential for continued progress in this difficult and fundamental issue of asteroid mechanics.
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